
“The professional tool every colourist should have 
in the colour station. Guaranteed results every time 
with the minimum amount of product. Get your 
clients hair up to 4 times stronger. Colorphlex has 
to be seen to be believed.” 
Sharon, PA Hair Studio - Balbriggan

“I used ColourpHlex a few time s now and I’ve seen 
amazing results! Especially when using it on a full 
head prelightner, hair was in perfect condition with 
an amazing shine, I will definitely be using it in all 
my clients hair!” 
- Catherine, Art Hair Design - Mullingar

“The best product to hit the 
hairdressing world in decades, 
the results are just phenomenal” 
- Hair by Zara - Blarney

“The confidence that this miracle remedy has put 
on my salon guests as a healer and protector of all 
chemical damage is a breath of fresh hair! For me 
it really enhances the whole colouring expierience, 
the extra high shine and breakage protection 
it delivers is a game changer for any colouring 
service. With Colorphlex the future is now!” 
- Nigel Kenny, Hair by Nigel - Kilkenny

“Colorphlex will change the industry we love forever, it’s abilities to stop hair swelling and breaking are 
simply astounding. Major colour changes are much kinder to the hair and lightening has become an easier 
option for clients with weak or brittle hair, it should be every colorists new favourite tool and most of all 
it excites clients to a new level. The results I have experienced over the last six weeks have impressed me 
on par with some of the industry’s major achievements in the last twenty years. All salons should be using 
this tool due to its constant conditioning results and it’s respect for hair itself.”
Peter O’Donnell, Technical Director - Brown Sugar, Dublin

“As a relatively new business, we at Shush are constantly looking for new product and services to 
keep us ahead of the game - we found that in Colorphlex. Not only are my staff and clients delighted 
with the results but Colorphlex has created a whole new revenue stream for me. Love it!”
Rachel Byrne - Shush Hair Salon, Rush, Co Dublin

“The River Hair Studio is loving the ColorPhlex 
Hair Colour Strengthening System - this easy 
to use miracle product is an essential add 
on for colour services. The results speak for 
themselves leaving the hair stronger with high 
levels of shine being achieved.” 
- Calvin,The River Hair Studio, Hugh Campbell
Hair Group - Limerick
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